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Approval and implementation of new Structure of the Agency

Total nr. Of employees 42
• The new structure looks forward to the new challenges of the power and gas Sector in Albania
• Increase in competent staff in order to enhance capacities of HR
• Measures to increase capacities in fields of coordination of the various dept. Market Monitoring and natural Gas with the creation of two new departements

Activities in the international field which will help enhancement and increase of know ho
• Observer of CEER since March 2019
• Application for observer status to ECRB submitted
• Signing of the Balkan Advisory Forum membership in October 01-st 2019

Bilateral collaboration with NRA’s
• Creation of common WG with EMRA-Turkey for the exchange of know how in the fields of tariffs, gas and electricity markets. Joint meetings envisaged for the near future
• Training with E-Control on issues related to REMIT and regulation on Gas markets
• Active participation in KEP (Knowhow Exchange Program) financed by CEI covering Italy-Montenegro-Albania and Serbia Market coupling in electricity
• MoU with Montenegro NRA for the collaboration in common fields of interest already agreed to be signed on October 11-th
• MoU with Kosovo on the Market coupling already in place
Approval of the Report on the development of the Energy Market by the Albanian Parliament on June 2019

Approval of the Declaration of the Albanian Parliament for the tasks of the regulator in collaboration with the main stakeholders which foresee;

- Reduction of losses of the DSO
- Measures towards the unbounding of the distribution
- Measures towards the reduction of Hydrology risk towards the creation of a Equilysing fund
- Measures towards the creation of a DAM
- Measures towards the coupling with Kosovo
- Creation of a reliable balancing market both national and cross border
Activities on the national field

- Development of the National Strategy on Cybersecurity for the Critical infrastructures in the Power and Gas Sector in collaboration with NARUC and USAID
- Approval of secondary acts toward the implementation of the DSO unboundling even the process has had some herasement from the political side
- Measures towards the wholesale market liberalizations such as:
  - Preparation with EnCS and USAID for approval of standard load profiles and measures towards its implementation from the DSO
  - Unified license procedures in order to foresee license recognition in the Energy Community region
  - Facilitation of process for the MC with Kosovo including measures towards the smooth and shorten timeline for the licensing of the PX
Thank you for your attention!
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